These instructions are to complete the wall hanging as seen in the Perfect Patchwork Schoolhouse Block video featured on our YouTube channel: YouTube.com/Shabby Fabrics

*Featured fabrics are from Welcome Home Collection One by Jennifer Bosworth for Maywood Studio*

Finished Size: 27½" × 27½"

**Fabric Requirements**

- 3/8 yard cream for backgrounds, sashing and first inner border
- 1/8 yard each of 3 different pink fabrics for houses
- 1/8 yard each of 3 different teal fabrics for houses
- 1/8 yard each of 3 different green fabrics for houses
- 1/4 yard mottled rose for inner border
- 1/2 yard teal floral for outer border
- 1/2 yard green gingham for bias binding (or 1/3 yard for non-bias binding)
- 1 yard for backing

Assemble (9) blocks as shown. (Refer to pages 4-5 of template booklet, or follow along with our free video tutorial: “Perfect Patchwork Schoolhouse Block” at YouTube.com/ShabbyFabrics.)

Each block will measure 5½" × 5½".

- (6) 1 1/2” × 5 1/2” strips for vertical sashing
- (2) 1 1/2” × 21” strips for horizontal sashing
- (4) 1 1/2” × 21” strips for first inner border
- (4) 1 1/2” × WOF strips for second inner border
- (4) 3 1/2” × WOF strips for outer border

Enough 2 1/2” strips on the bias so that, when pieced, binding measures at least 118” in length

-OR- for non-bias binding, (4) 2 1/2” × WOF strips